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Focus Card for
Consciousness:

Focus Card for
Mental:

Focus Card for
Emotional:

Focus Card for
Physical:

Unity

Responsibility

Harmony

Expectancy

How/What Question:
How do I promote paid Tarot Readings with my integrity intact? What was once always respected with a gift for a gift, or a silver dollar in advance, now requires a business transaction that I
don’t particularly want to participate in as it seems to confuse my role as a Wise Woman with that of “business woman” … Wise Women/Healers were traditionally welcomed and housed
within the community as an integral part of society. Now they are treated as though they are witches and left to starve, which obviously angers me deep down.

What to do first:

Use this to deal with it:

What can cross this?
The Hierophant (ꝶ)
Stop resisting taking
control of your message;
command an audience because
you have been selected for this
role and given the keys to
unlock the mysteries that are
otherwise hidden from the
public domain.

You are now using these skills
for those who seek this
knowledge, not only for themselves, but so they may also
pass on their messages as pertaining to their selected
roles to others. There is a hierarchy in place and you have
a specific role/position to hold in it for a Higher Good of all
concerned.

The World (ꝶ)
You can use the
World for or
against yourself,
it is up to you to
take advantage of
the Resources
inherent in Consciousness for all Individuals. No physical
trappings required, simply Knowledge of the Forces of
Nature that are accessed via the Mind/Consciousness.
There is no need to pick and choose, you can access it all.
The only barrier is the one woven of beliefs and superstitions purposely put in place to keep individuals from
knowing how Creative they really are. Think/Ask/Intend
and your desires are materialised. You have the humanity,
oversight, strength and power to use good conscience …
use them or lose them for another lifetime.

Judgement (ꝶ)
People live in hope, right up to
the very end, with one foot in
the grave. They will take anything, trust anyone, try anything
in the hopes someone, something, some authority will set
them free of their conscience
and give them what they want; a
free ticket to heaven. Readings
can be done with integrity, or
with blatant disregard for the
long term wellbeing of others.
You are resisting doing what you do well for a Higher Good
of all concerned, because you know oracles/readings are
so often used for evil and/or ego. This does not mean you
will also blow hot air (talk rot) in an effort to appease people when they are stuck in their emotions seeking answers
to their pointless prayers. You know Judgement starts
NOW with YOU. Your Conscience is Clear … Allow. And
fear not the judgement of others.

